Manual override may not be used without knowledge of functionality.

CAUTION: No proportional function

1. A special tool must be used to engage the manual override function of the solenoid! Use of other tools to attempt to engage or disengage the manual override may not work or may not work when intended.

2. When using the manual override function, the solenoid has only on-off functionality and doesn’t operate proportionally as usual. This means, for example, that the solenoid may operate much faster than usual and the unexpected speed could cause crushing or other injuries.

3. When using the manual override be certain that all operations of the application, regardless of speed, will not endanger persons or property nearby.

4. As always, consult the operations manual for all specifications and functions of the valve. If there are questions contact MCDE.

The PS25MO is equipped with a manual override pin in the connector. To actuate the PS25MO a specific tool is needed since the tolerances of the pin is so small that it can be damaged or the pin sticks in actuated position.

Please notify that it’s for fault searching only and shall be used as rarely as possible with common sense in mind. If manual override is used humans can be exposed for very dangerous situations. Please read the legal limits before using the manual override.

Part number for override tool: 6763001.